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School 20
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21
Application will be from 5 day Course

A

B

7/26~7/30

8/2~8/6

Welcome to the Mystery solving tuor.

Let’s become a courageous rescue officer!

With everyone’s help we will work together to solve various mysteries. Can
you ﬁnd the clues hidden in the room? You will need to use your reasoning
ability and reach that ‘Eureka!’ moment. While looking for clues and hints,
the students will learn some specific vocabulary and also hold group
discussions and present their theories to their classmates. The students
will also learn about various mysterious world events during this course as
well.

Become a survivor!

C

For the rescue part, we will become ﬁre ﬁghters, ER doctors and nurses to
help the injured and people in need. For the survival part, we are stranded
in an isolated island setting escape room and the goal is to clear various
missions by choosing item to take with you to help you escape. The students
will learn various skills used in emergency situations that will help in
surviving various situations. The aim is to help understand the importance of
emergency rescue workers and learn vocabulary related to it.

D

8/9~8/13

8/16~8/20

Let’s learn about the science behind magic

Let’s experience

and the mysteries of space!

being a reporter and newscaster.

We will showcase various magic tricks that are popular among the
children. All the magic tricks that the teachers come up with have some
science behind it. By understanding the principle, the children can enjoy
learning about science.

We will base our articles on the activities and events that occurred
during A, B, & C summer school course. The articles will then be read
out in class in an announcer-style. For advanced learners the news
articles will be reported like a newscaster in a news program to polish
their presentation skills. The aim is to improve on pronunciation and
experience how to communicate information to other.

Each course will include Cooking, Arts and Crafts, and Video making.
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